
Learning objectives

After reading this article you should be able to:

C describe the alternative methods available for tracheal

intubation

C understand the functional limitations of the Macintosh blade
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and how the newer indirect optical devices attempt to address

these limitations

C understand why improved views do not necessarily mean

easier intubations

Abstract
Alternative rigid blade intubation devices have become available in recent

years including Glidescope, Airtraq and Bonfils laryngoscopes. The Macin-

tosh curved blade works by displacing the tongue to one side and also

into the submandibular space. This allows the device to get into the val-

leculum and hence lift the hyoid and epiglottis forward to reveal the laryn-

geal inlet. Under less favourable intubating conditions, the tongue tends

to be compressed disproportionately, the valleculum is not accessed and

the blade tip cannot be drawn forward. The retro-molar Bonfils avoids

this problem by starting from a lower position in the mouth and

approaching the larynx below and alongside the tongue. Bonfils also

serves as a rigid stylet inside the tracheal tube which also implies minimal

tongue displacement. By comparison, the Airtraq does not need to

compress the tongue to the same degree as Macintosh and usually sits

on the posterior pharyngeal wall, maintaining the view with minimal

effort. It houses the tracheal tube a channel from which it is delivered

into the field of view. While the optical systems have tended to improve

viewing conditions at the laryngeal inlet this has not necessarily resulted

in easier intubation conditions, shorter intubation times or improved

success rates. Part of the problem has been that they tend to limit the

field of view compared with the all round view down to the larynx

afforded by Macintosh under ideal conditions.
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Flexible fibreoptic intubation remains the gold standard for

difficult intubation and the most flexible approach currently

available. However, in the last few years a number of alternative

rigid blade devices have been introduced with various indirect

optical viewing systems. In the normal erect, forward-looking

human, the maxillary line is approximately at right angles to

the trachea and the traditional rigid blade approach has been to

position the patient so as to try and straighten out this angle and

allow a direct line of sight to the larynx. In certain clinical
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conditions (e.g. a ‘stiff neck’ due to degenerative arthritis) this

may not be possible. An early solution for this was the intro-

duction of optical prisms to ‘see round the corner’. The newer

optical systems have continued with this goal and incorporated

changes to the traditional blade shapes. The latter changes have

generally been without specific evidence of any clear advantage.

Because clinical studies tend to only measure the view at laryn-

goscopy, it is not generally possible to determine the extent to

which blade shape or optical changes individually contribute to

any apparent advantage. Whether an individual patient proves

to be difficult to intubate or otherwise is always a balance of

factors, so if the patient with a ‘stiff neck’ happens to also be

edentulous, the expected result is likely to be no difficulty. Equally

some intubation devices are better at addressing certain challenges

than others (e.g. flexible fibreoptic intubation via the nose in

a patient with absolute trismus). Anticipated difficult intubation

‘scenarios’ are characterizedby their associated ‘clinical problems’

and the recently introduced ADAM website (http://adam.liv.ac.

uk) exists to remind anaesthetists of all the relevant clinical

problems for each scenario. This article will compare the alterna-

tive intubation devices on amechanistic basis to suggest how they

work and their likely limitations.

Depth of anaesthesia required

As for the traditional rigid devices, the newer indirect optical

laryngoscopes in general require relaxed pharyngeal tone with

moderate anaesthesia depth. There is however, increasing

experience of their use under sedation.1 By comparison, flexible

fibrescopes are commonly used under sedation, local anaesthesia

or both. Here, the patient may be expected to be responsive

enough to contribute to maintaining their own airway patency.

Between the rigid devices and the flexible fibrescopes are the

‘dedicated airways’ such as the various laryngeal mask airways

(LMAs) or I-Gel devices. These require relatively light general

anaesthesia and can be used as conduits for the passage of

fibreoptically directed exchange catheters (e.g. Aintree Intubat-

ing Catheter), over which the tracheal tube can then be advanced

with minimal airway disturbance.

Comparison of alternative techniques for tracheal intubation

Devices for tracheal intubation can be classified as shown in

Table 1. Because Macintosh has been around the longest, its

limitations are most clearly understood.2,3 Optimal laryngeal

inlet visualization is not always achieved when space for tongue
� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Comparison of alternative techniques for tracheal intubation

Direct Indirect steering Indirect channel Indirect intra-tubal Flexible fibrescope Dedicated airway

Device examples Macintosh

Millar

Glidescope

C-Mac

Airtraq

Pentax-AWS

Bonfils

Shikani optical stylet

Fibreoptic laryngoscope LMA-AIC exchange

Best visual target Laryngeal inlet Laryngeal inlet Laryngeal inlet High trachea Low trachea Lower trachea

Expected view All round view

Line of site to inlet

Device FOV

Blind zone above FOV

Device FOV Device FOV Device FOV Device FOV

Difficult case view No view of larynx Limited view of larynx Limited view of larynx Usually possible Usually possible Usually possible

View of tube

advancement

Seen down to inlet

Blind beyond inlet

Not seen till in FOV

Blind beyond inlet

Directed by channel

Blind beyond inlet

Seen to mid trachea Generally blind, but

final position optimal

Generally blind but

final position optimal

Use with sedation Very unusual Numerous reports Numerous reports Numerous reports Very common Very unusual

Advantages in use All round view

Familiarity

Improved views

(Compared with Mac)

Improved views

(Compared with Mac)

No tongue compression Most flexible option

Nasal or oral access

No loss of airway

Low skill technique

Limitations in use Poor mouth opening

Peardrop effect

Poor mouth opening

(Peardrop effect)

Poor mouth opening Secretions Negotiating tight bends Optimal positioning of LMA

Complications Dental trauma

Laryngeal trauma

Palatal and lateral wall

‘javelin effect’ injuries

Posterior pharyngeal

wall injury

Uncommon

(Device within tube)

Tube advancement injuries Tube advancement injuries

AIC, Aintree Intubation Catheter; FOV, field of view; LMA, laryngeal mask airway.
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displacement is reduced and line of sight is compromised. With

indirect steering devices, the tracheal tube needs to be steered

into the field of view (FOV), but a blind zone exists between

where the tube disappears behind the tongue and its appearance

on the viewing screen. This has lead to soft palate and lateral

pharyngeal wall injuries.4 The authors refer to this as the ‘javelin

effect’ because tube tip advancement is blind until it reaches the

field of view. Indirect channel devices are inherently bulky due to

the incorporated channel. Both Airtaq and Pentax-AWS tend to

be positioned on the posterior pharyngeal wall and this increases

their potential for local pharyngeal wall trauma.5 With

intra-tubal devices like Bonfils, the optics are contained within

the tracheal tube, and they tend to be positioned using a retro-

molar technique minimizing tongue compression. These

devices offer unparallelled view of the sub-glottis compared with

surgical rigid endoscopes.
a b c 

d e 

Figure 1 ‘Overlay’ drawings of rigid blade laryngoscopies for a single

patient. The devices are respectively: a. Macintosh, b. Glidescope, c.
Airtraq d. All three (enlarged and superimposed at the crico-thyroid

reference line) and e. Bonfils. ‘Overlays’ start with lateral photographs

taken during maximal laryngeal exposure at laryngoscopy using a fixed

camera distance from the subject’s midline. Equivalent photographs of

the devices are taken at the same fixed camera distance. The subject and

device paired images are then imported into a digital software package

(CorelDraw v.13) and both subject and device are precisely outlined using

Beziere curves. The device images are then added to the subject lateral

photographs and overlayed onto that part of the device which is showing

(i.e. those parts outside the airway). The approximate position for the

laryngeal inlet is indicated by a line from the crico-thyroid membrane

(marked in the patient prior to laryngoscopy). When the Macintosh,

Glidescope and Airtraq pairing are superimposed at this line the blade

tips are close to one another despite differences in the head position for

each laryngoscopy.
Reasons for difficulty with intubation with direct and indirect

laryngoscopy

A rigid blade needs to be inserted into the mouth, passed down to

its optimal position and then adjusted for best view. Restrictions

to mouth opening are usually obvious. A Macintosh blade needs

to displace the tongue to one side and into the submandibular

space before being inserted into the valleculum. Forward

movement of the hyoid lifts the epiglottis to expose the laryngeal

inlet. The overall soft tissue bulk is important as shown by

patients with ‘short bull neck’ or increased soft tissue within the

pharyngeal walls. In that sense, the usual causes of difficult

intubation tend to be associated with reduced space within the

airway and the space into which the tongue can be displaced.

When space is reduced in this way insertion of the Macintosh

blade tends to push the soft tissue, and in particular the tongue,

downwards into the pharynx. This is the essential requirement

for initiating what has been described as the ‘peardrop effect’,

manifest most clearly by the non-physiological state where the

epiglottis appears fixed on the posterior wall merely as a result of

the laryngoscopy itself.3 Under normal circumstances the

Macintosh blade allows a good all round view of the instrument

and tracheal tube down to the larynx, but when increasing

difficulty occurs this is progressively lost.

Compared with the Macintosh blade there is no ‘all round

view’ with indirect devices. Tube advancement depends on

interpreting the view on the system monitor. This creates a new

set of problems for indirect laryngoscopy. A commonly reported

finding is that a better laryngeal view doesn’t make for faster

intubations (i.e. ease of laryngoscopy does not equate with ease

of intubation). This feature has been suggested to vary according

to whether an indirect laryngoscope is a steering device or

channel device.6 For steering devices, overcoming difficulty with

intubation has lead to suggestions for tube directing manoeuvres

and use of different types of stylet and altering their angulation.7

Channel devices may have a natural advantage over steering

devices because problems directing the tube towards the larynx

are facilitated by the channel itself. However problems with

alignment still occur as the tube tip emerges from the channel.

The emergence characteristics of the tracheal tube from the

channel and the distance of the tube tip from the inlet are both

important.8
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Mechanistic (functional) differences in rigid blades designs

(Figure 1)

The ‘overlay’ drawings in Figure 1 suggest functional differences

for the direct and indirect devices. Firstly they show that the

blade tip positions are similar except for Bonfils. This is to

be expected because the first three should be positioned in the

valleculum, whereas the Bonfils is normally advanced to just

below the vocal cords. The diagrams also make it clear why it is

not unusual for Airtraq to rest on the posterior pharyngeal wall.

In the same way, the space in front of the blades available for the

tongue to be displaced into differs between devices. It is obvi-

ously least with Macintosh and Glidescope and greatest with

Airtraq and Bonfils. This fits neatly with the observation that the

force required for tongue compression is comparable between

Macintosh and Glidescope but less with Airtraq.9 In that sense

we describe Glidescope as having ‘Mac-alike’ functionality.

Because tongue compression is the main limitation for effec-

tiveness with the Macintosh blade, this provides strong grounds

to believe that the non-Mac-alike functionality of Airtraq will be

advantageous precisely when Macintosh starts to struggle. We

would expect that this shape improvement should produce

similar advantages for Pentax-AWS.

The Bonfils laryngoscope is generally described as retro-molar

in use and this is another possible advantage for rigid blade

alternatives to Macintosh. This approach has been variously

exploited over many years, not least of all by surgeons for rigid

bronchoscopy. As far as possible, the aim is to pass below and to

one side of the tongue, rather than displace it directly, by starting
� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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from a relatively posterior position, that is, low in the right-hand

corner of the mouth. It should be obvious that this entry point

into the airway will go some way to straightening out the line

down to the tracheal axis. If the patient has an edentulous

maxilla, the main limitation is the extent to which the mandible

gets in the way, otherwise it will be the maxillary teeth. Alter-

natively, there may be an opportunistic space by virtue of at least

one missing molar tooth. It is usual for the epiglottis to be lifted

directly rather than with the blade tip in the vallecular space.

When it is used in the retro-molar fashion the effect is to by-pass

the tongue and approach the laryngeal inlet from a lower position

than the other devices, so tongue compression is again mini-

mized but by a different mechanism than that described above

for Airtraq. Bonfils is longer than the other instruments and acts

like a rigid stylet inserted within the tracheal tube. Effective size

thus becomes the width of the tracheal tube itself, and the usual

adult version easily sits inside a 6.0 mm internal diameter tube.

Because the instrument is contained within the tracheal tube, this

offers a major advantage in terms of risk of direct trauma. It is

usual to position the tracheal tube so that its bevel is always in

the field of view, that is there should never be any doubt about

where the tube is by comparison with advancing it over a stylet

or flexible fibrescope. On the other hand, absence of a suction

port can mean that secretions can be a problem. The unusual

length of the instrument and the novel way it is inserted means

that for most anaesthetists there will be a learning curve to

become proficient with its use.10

Conclusion

The role of the new rigid blade alternatives is becoming clearer

with greater experience of them in clinical practice. They need to

fulfil two essential roles i.e. to address the main limitations in use

of the Macintosh blade and to minimize the number of intuba-

tions which are blind (i.e. there is no clear view of the tracheal

tube entering the larynx). When the peardrop effect comes into

play, that is tongue displacement into the pharynx and space for

displacement by compression is limited, Macintosh fails by

limiting the view of the laryngeal inlet. In the past anaesthetists

have tended to respond to this by applying more compression

and this is clearly counterproductive. In addition the convention

to resort to a bougie passed blindly into the larynx risks causing

injury purely because it is a blind procedure. There then exists

the possibility of injury with no awareness that this is the case
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and so recognition will depend on serious adverse consequences

declaring themselves in due course. The new optical devices

allow alternatives for dealing with these Macintosh limitations.

Devices that, because of their shape-functionality, remain ‘Mac-

alike’ seem to be missing the point. The recurring challenge for

any further developments is the need to maximize the view of the

anatomy and tube advancement at all times because of the

continuing risk of trauma to the soft tissues of the oro-pharyngo-

larynx. A
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